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Leprecon aris™ system wins “WFX New Product 2008 award!

HAMBURG, MI USA – December 2008

Leprecon’s new aris™ Architectural Interface System recently won “ Best Overall
Lighting Product” from Worship Facilities Expo, better known as WFX.  The award was
presented at the 2008 show held in Houston Texas November 6-7th.   The Worship
Facilities Expo focuses on a wide range of technology including lighting and audio/visual
for houses of worship.

The aris™ Architectural Interface System consists of the AI-512 and optional control
surfaces to give you complete control at your fingertips.  Housed in either a compact wall
mount or 2ru rack mount chassis, the AI-512 contains all the necessary hardware and
software to interface with and control any DMX lighting system.  All 512 DMX channels
can be used for architectural or stage lighting and easily recalled from a number of
different interfaces such as our aris™ wall stations, any DMX console, or our aris™
Ethernet stations, including the exclusive 15 inch integrated touch computer.

The software of the aris™ system allows for energy management via astronomical clock
event triggers, the creation of dynamic looks via DMX snapshots and the ability to
network the system and gain access from anywhere in the world.

"The aris system has been a great addition to our architectural control products,
especially in the HOW market, adds Ed Cheeseman, Sales Manager for Leprecon.  The
aris system is extremely easy to use and provides a variety a features necessary to create
the ideal lighting environment even on a modest budget."

Leprecon, LLC manufactures a complete line of dimming and control for live
entertainment and permanent installations. Control includes architectural wall stations,
memory consoles and moving light consoles.  Architectural dimming systems, tree-mount
and rack mountable dimmer packs as well as complete custom dimmer and power
distribution racks built to customer’s specifications.

For more information please contact Leprecon, LLC at 1-810-231-9373, via e-mail at
lepsls@leprecon.com or visit www.leprecon.com .


